Permits and Keys

- Permits and keys may be obtained from Brian Prentice. The permit and the release forms are available on the Exercise and Sport Science website (exss.unc.edu). Permit applications and release forms may be sent via U.S. Mail or Campus Mail to the Kelly Hair 209 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700.

- Keys to the gates of the camping areas are loaned to daily users upon payment of a $20 refundable key deposit per key. All keys are to be returned to Brain Prentice by mail within one week of the date that the permit expires or the key deposit will be forfeited.

- There is a two key limit for annual and daily permits.

- Permits cover use by the permit holder’s immediate family members and guests with a valid Guest Use Permit. Sharing of any Permits is strictly forbidden. The permit holder must be present for the permit to be valid. Immediate family is defined as those living in the household of the employee/student permit holder.

- Annual or daily use permits must be placed in clear view in the front window of the user’s vehicle while on the University’s Kerr Lake recreation property.

All Annual Permit holders, Reserved or Unlimited, only ONE camper may be placed on each site. Only TWO vehicles (cars, trucks) may be parked at each site. Any Visitors MUST park near the Caretakers building.

- Daily use permit holders can only camp in Areas D and E (refer to map).

- Daily use permits are allocated on a first come/first served basis up to the number of sites available. The sites may be obtained on a first come/first served basis upon arrival at the lake. (There are no guaranteed reserved sites for daily or annual use permit holders using Area D). Daily Permits may only be purchased during the week prior to your visit and MUST be purchased online through the campus event registration site.

- No rain checks or credits will be issued due to inclement weather or any other reason for the Group Use Area or Open Area camp sites.

- Individuals who have purchased annual Open Area Camper/Boat Storage Permits must display a valid parking sticker on the rear bumper of all campers or trailers parked at the Recreation Area; as well as any recreational vehicle parked on the site. You will receive a warning if the permit sticker is not in place within a reasonable amount of time. We will not be able to renew your site if you do not buy the proper permits the previous year.

- Open Area stored campers and boats/trailers without current parking stickers that are left on the property for 60 days or longer will be considered abandoned and will be subject to removal and disposal under N. C. Gen. Stat 20-137.6 et. seq.

Waitlist

There is currently a Waitlist wishing to purchase Reserved sites at the UNC Kerr Lake Recreation Area. This is the way this Waitlist will operate; when we receive a call or email from a camper; their name, date called, affiliation, email/phone number and desired area are added to the bottom of the list. As spots become available, we will call folks from the
top of the list. If they decline what is available, they may remain on the list; however, they go to the bottom.

This applies to everyone, including current permit holders wishing to move to another spot; or any that may have purchased two sites in the past due to lack of interest by anyone else on the waitlist. Those desiring to purchase a second Reserved site may also be placed on the Waitlist at the bottom. Each year during the renewal period, current permit holders may only renew one spot and return to the Waitlist every year they desire that second spot. This is in an effort to have the UNC Kerr Lake Recreation Area accessible to everyone affiliated with the UNC Chapel Hill community.

**Guests**

Guests must obtain a Guest Use Permit prior to arriving at the Kerr Lake Recreation area. Guests and their hosts must occupy the *same* campsite, and hosts must accompany guests at all times.

**Group Use Area**

Under Construction-Call for reservations-Kelly Hair 919-962-0017

**Contact Information**

Please call Nathan Hilton if you have any concerns at nhilton@unc.edu

**Rules of Behavior**

All users and their guests are expected to respect the rights of the environment, the facilities, and others while at the University recreation area. Specifically, the following rules of conduct should be observed:

- Gates must be kept locked at all times; this is for your own and your family's safety.
- Users should leave the site in as good or better condition than when they arrived. Cigarette butts and other litter are not to be left on the ground.
- Dogs and other pets must be on leashes or otherwise physically restrained at all times.
- In agreement with the University's lease permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, *all* materials brought to the area must be removed from camp and picnic sites after each visit.
- Nails or spikes must not be driven into trees. Do not burn wood that contains nails and spikes.
- Please keep the sound level of music and noise to a minimum, especially after 9:00 p.m. Sound carries quite far out-of-doors and may be annoying to others (this includes generators).
- **Users are responsible for taking all garbage bags and other trash from the campsite to the dumpster at the end of the visit (or whenever bags are full). Please make sure all trashcan lids are returned and tight on trashcan before leaving. Using trashcan lids for a grill or fire pit is prohibited.** The dumpster is located just inside the Boat Ramp gate (Area E). **If trash is not removed we will keep your key deposit.**
- Please put firewood in a fire pit or stacked on higher ground so it does not float into the lake. This can really mess up a boat.
- Campers must not stay on the sites more than 30 days.
- Generators used in the water only areas of the A area must be “silenced”

**Prohibited Activities**

- Dumping of holding tank waste anywhere at the University's recreation area is strictly prohibited and against the law. This includes the port-a-potties. You can schedule your waste to be pumped by calling Nathan Hilton at nhilton@unc.edu.
- The use of firearms or fireworks is prohibited. Please do not take either to the area.
- The use of ATV's (All Terrain Vehicles) is prohibited.
- Gambling is prohibited.
- Any act or conduct by any person, which interferes with, impedes or disrupts the use of the project or impairs the safety of another person is prohibited. Individuals who are boisterous, rowdy, and disorderly or otherwise disturb the peace on project lands or waters may be requested to leave the project.
Directions

- From Chapel Hill, take Interstate 85 North to Exit 214 (the exit for Hwy 39 and Henderson).
- Turn left and follow Hwy 39 North for 13.5 miles. (You will pass through Townsville.)
- Turn right onto Rock Spring Church Rd at the fork (There is a Baptist Church and a sign to Henderson Point at the fork).
- Go 2.1 miles and turn right onto Woodsworth Road (this is also County Road 1358). Jefferson's Grocery, which is closed, is on the corner. The UNC-CH Recreation Area is about 1 mile down this road. Look for the sign which reads UNC Family Campground. Enter areas A, B and C on the right; areas D and E (boat ramp) on the left.

Emergency Contacts

Presently, there is not a public phone at the area. The closest phone is back up the road at Jefferson's Grocery. The Hospital is about 20 miles from the UNC-CH Area; go south on I-85, then take the Ruin Creek exit.

| Vance County Sheriff       | 911 for an Emergency |
|                           | (252) 738-2200 for Non-emergency |

| Townsville Fire Dept.      | 911 for an Emergency |
|                           | (252) 430-1445 for Non-emergency |

| Reservoir Manager         | (434) 738-6143 |

| Vance County Ambulance     | 911 Emergency |

| Maria Parham Hospital      | (252) 438-4143 |
| (in Henderson)             |               |

| Department Contact-        | nhilton@unc.edu |
| Nathan Hilton              |               |